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This is a true story (well, at least some of it is true). Buck Lewis,
the TBA President, has made no secret that this year his signature
project for the Bar Association is access to justice for all Tennesseans (it
would be pretty silly if he did make it a secret – it wouldn’t be much of
a signature project). Buck has made it his mission this year to combat
the very serious issue of denial of access to justice on four separate
fronts: Educating the public regarding the pervasive need for pro bono
legal services in our state at a time when more and more Tennesseans
are feeling the pinch of economic hardship; Legislating to facilitate an
easier route for attorneys who seek to do pro bono work; Participating
in the process by asking law firms to adopt a formal pro bono policy and
dedicating time of our own to the overwhelming need; finally,
Collaborating with all local bar associations and organizations in an
effort to raise awareness regarding pro bono services. It is on this last
front that I found myself on a telephone conference call a few weeks ago
with attorneys from Memphis, Nashville, Chattanooga, and surrounding
counties to coordinate what will be known as the “4/4” service project.
The goal is for as many local bar associations as possible to produce
some type of pro bono service program on April 4 with media around
the state focusing upon these worthy efforts.

For those of you who know
Buck, you know that he is a pretty
dynamic public speaker and can get
very energized regarding projects he
cares about. Naturally then, it
would come as no surprise that
Buck led off the conversation by reiterating the importance of the
project and generally whipping those of us on the telephone call into a
frenzy about the importance of the efforts we were undertaking. You
would have thought that he was Franklin Delano Roosevelt reminding
Congress that April 4 would be a date that would live in infamy.

After his rousing speech, the Chattanooga representative chimed in
and indicated that they would be hosting a large-scale legal services
clinic open to all in the Hamilton County area. The suggestion was
met with approval and commendation. The Memphis representative,
not to be outdone, said that they would not only do a legal services
clinic, but would also host a live television call-in show offering legal
services and further, participate in a program to draft basic estate
planning documents for first responders. That suggestion was met with
even greater kudos across the conference call. Clearly, not wanting to be
left out, the Nashville representative stated that their fair city would also
draft estate documents for first responders and would produce no less
than 15 separate legal clinics throughout the city and actually go out
into the community to provide necessary legal services (at last count, 17
clinics had been organized). Needless to say, this produced roaring
approval and you could sense that Buck was giddy with excitement
regarding this runaway train.

Of course, this put your humble author in a difficult position. I
couldn’t be outdone by Memphis, Nashville and Chattanooga. I mean,
what have those communities produced other than some ducks, a few
banjo pickers, and a famous choo-choo train? This was Knoxville and,
by God, I was going to let everyone know that our legal community was
as altruistic as any out there. I boldly announced that Knoxville would
also be hosting a large-scale legal clinic and, in addition, would be
teaching classes on select topics of law (so far, no big deal, we’ve been
doing this for years). Further, I indicated that we would be undertaking
an advanced directives project for the elderly in nursing and retirement
homes (again, while the concept was somewhat novel, the project was
already being planned, and I knew it was a safe bet, given those who
were in charge). And then I dropped the bomb. I informed those
esteemed attorneys that in Knoxville we would hold a recruitment drive
with the goal that, on April 4, we would announce to the world that

every open pro bono case with the Legal Aid Office of East Tennessee
located here in Knoxville would be fully staffed by a volunteer attorney.
The suggestion was met with silence at first. I believe I heard an
audible gasp followed by someone asking “Really?” I can’t be sure but it
sounded like there was someone softly weeping on the telephone (that
may have actually been me as I realized the enormity of the
commitment I had just made). Nonetheless, I stuck by my guns and the
“Meet the Need” challenge was born.

My first step was to contact Terry Woods, who has been the real
driving force, both for the 4/4 initiative generally in the Knoxville area,
as well as for pro bono services from the time I can remember. Terry
provided me a list of the open pro bono cases and I immediately moved
from concern to despair. She suggested that we needed a “celebrity” to
assist us with this project – someone respected in the Knoxville legal
community who would lend their name to this cause. Terry contacted
Chancellor Sharon Bell who readily agreed to lend her support. Really,
it was the perfect choice as few, if any, have demonstrated such a firm
commitment to pro bono efforts as Chancellor Bell.

Well, here we are, days away from April 4 and I feel like some
B-list movie star trying to drum up support for my telethon. Picture

me in a rented, ruffled tuxedo with
the tie undone, a warm glass of
scotch in one hand and a cigarette in
the other, imploring my good friend
Dean Martin to sing another song in
the hopes that it will motivate people

to call in. If you haven’t already received a telephone call from me, you
very likely will. Please don’t avoid my calls; at least give me the
opportunity to make the pitch (I need the practice).

In the event that I am unable to reach you, I thought I would make
my pitch here and give you the top five reasons to accept the Meet the
Need challenge and volunteer for a pro bono case:

5. I really want to show up those big city, blue blood lawyers
from other areas of the state who thought this couldn’t be done. I have
many friends in Nashville and many friends who are actually Vanderbilt
graduates (I don’t admit that very often). While I can confirm that
generally they are nice people, nothing would give me greater pleasure
than to show them what East Tennessee charity is all about. We should
succeed with the Meet the Need challenge if for no other reason than to
prove to everyone else that it can be done.

4. Some of us could use the credit. Let’s face it, none of us are
angels and we all do things in our day-to-day life that perhaps we wish
we had not done. During this season of Lent, it couldn’t hurt any of us
to have a few extra check marks on our side of the balance sheet.

3. I am a big man, but Buck is bigger and I have no doubt he
could take me in a fight. Please don’t let him have reason to beat me
for not making good on my promise. Like the quote from �������
“my ego is writing checks my butt can’t cash.”

2. If you take a case now, the next time Terry Woods calls you
for help you can, with a clean conscience, tell her you are already giving
at the office.

1. There but for the Grace of God go I. Have you looked at
your 401(k) lately? Odds are, 30 years from now, I won’t be able to
afford a lawyer myself so I want to do everything I can now to make
sure the pro bono program is alive and well.

In all seriousness, I understand times are difficult and volunteering
for pro bono is not an option for many, but if you have the time and
interest, please consider volunteering to perform that job which, only
we, as professionals, are enabled to do. Also, I will really owe you one.
A special thanks to Marsha Wilson, Terry Woods, Sonda Gifford, Nick
McCall, Mike Baisley, Harry Ogden, Penny White, Chancellor Bell,
and all those working to make 4/4 a reality.
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This was Knoxville and, by God, I was going to
let everyone know that our legal community
was as altruistic as any out there.


